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F I N A N C I A L M A N A G E M E N T A C C O U N T I N G

always accountable

Have you ever asked yourself the question, “Why do my
customers buy from me?”

Take five minutes now to list the reasons.  To help you get
started, here are some of the common reasons we hear:

Convenience - I’m the closest provider.
Price - my prices are lower.
Customer Service - I provide better customer service.

Now keep going.

Did any of your reasons begin with, “I’m the only one that...”
Underline those reasons.  In doing so you’ve started to identify
your Unique Selling Proposition (USP).  Your USP is the reason
why your customers buy from you.  And by focusing on it and
developing it further your sales and marketing efforts become
infinitely better.

Here are a couple of things to keep in mind when working on your
USP.

1. Your USP needs a specific benefit.  Buy from me and you will
 get…. Or buy my product and you will get….
2. Your USP must be unique.  Otherwise it wouldn’t be unique
 to you.
3. Your USP needs to be strong enough to make people switch
 to your product.

In addition to the list you just worked on, another way to uncover
your USP is to ask your customers.  Our independent customer
survey services will help you fine tune your marketing message
and identify areas you need to improve on to really take
advantage of your Unique Selling Proposition.

Why do customers buy from me?

Dominos Pizza guaranteed their pizza delivered hot and fresh in
30 minutes or it was free.  Their USP moved the masses enough
to make it the dominant force in its market.  Our services can help
you define your businesses USP and help you become the envy of
your competition.

Please let Wallrich know if you are interested in
discussing this further.

P.S. If you included customer service, what exactly about your
customer service makes people want to buy from you?

Opinion article by Chrisna Roberts, partner at Wallrich -
www.wallrich.co.za

In every business, relationships are a vital element in securing
success and growth. Regardless of the sector, healthy business-
to-business relationships encourage healthy business practices.

In the competitive field of Information Technology, relationships
are vital in ensuring that the retail outlet has the best prices
possible to offer clients. Often the relationship between a
wholesaler and an outlet determines the level of success or how
competitive the outlet is in the market. At first glance, playing
supplier prices against each other seems like the best option to
getting the lowest prices.

However, it may influence the relationship with your suppliers
and could eventually result in burnt bridges that will isolate your
outlet from the rest of the market. By giving each supplier a fair
and equal opportunity to tender for your business, you ensure
that your outlet gets the best price possible without damaging
strategic relationships.

A successful business demands
professional relationships

Continues pg 2
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However, there are often other factors to consider other than
simply the lowest price. A supplier may quote the lowest price on
a certain item, but will neglect to include the logistical fee
involved. In the IT business, where an outlet will regularly place
orders of R500 000 or more a week, logistics can be an expensive
exercise. However, it is the procurement manager’s responsibility
to attempt to negotiate the price of logistics into a bigger deal as
it can drastically affect the retail price.

With six years’ experience as procurement manager for a leading
IT retailer, Alex Gous explains what he views as the ideal
wholesaler “A wholesaler who engages with the retailer,
indirectly sponsors projects for road shows and events, that never
turns down opportunities to get involved with industry activities,
that is in the know about industry trends and that would at times
subsidise product promotions and will always be in favour with a
procurement manager. This being said, I feel that the single most
important element of a successful wholesaler is the level of after
sale service that they give to their outlet’s customers. If a product
experiences a fault that is not due to user negligence, the way
that it is dealt with is vital to ensuring repeat business. Word of
mouth is incredibly powerful and unsatisfactory after sale service
can be devastating for a retailer’s reputation”

Like any retail business, there is an influx of low-quality products
that aim to undercut higher priced and superior quality products.
However, these products often have a negative effect on the
retailer’s reputation with the public and may affect the
relationship between a retailer and the wholesaler, as they have
no after sale service and are more than likely to experience failure
in one form or another. It is the procurement manager’s
responsibility to monitor the return rate and thereby ensure that
the only highest quality products are available to their customers.

By maintaining a healthy relationship with your suppliers and
ensuring that your customers get the best deals on the best
quality products, a dedicated and proactive procurement
manager can mean the difference between sink or swim in
the competitive and somewhat cut-throat IT industry.

Tax Enquiry Insurance
SARS has the power to open an enquiry into any tax return or set
of business accounts. No reasons are given for opening enquiries
and thousands are started every year at random. Since the
introduction, by SARS of self-assessment and e-filing, the risk of
enquiry is now greater than ever and the costs of dealing with
such enquiries have increased.

As a consequence we are delighted to advise you of a recently
launched insurance product that will cover up to R250 000 for
business clients and R50 000 for private clients, unplanned fees
from your accountants, tax advisors and external tax specialists in
the event of such an enquiry.

We strongly recommend that you take out protection against the
additional fees that will arise in the event of a tax enquiry or
dispute. If you do not do so, you may be liable for thousands of
rands of professional fees incurred in defending yourself.

The Tax Enquiry Insurance covers professional fees in the event of
an enquiry or dispute which include:

Income Tax enquiries
VAT disputes
Employee’s Tax disputes
Capital Gains Tax disputes

As well as dispute resolution hearings and appeals to the Tax
Board and/or Tax Court

The benefits to you include:

Removing the uncertainty of unexpected defence costs
Allowing your accountant to defend your case
Giving you the resources to achieve a fair result

Should you wish to discuss this further, please call Joanne
Stroebel on 086 073 6772 or email
enquiries@qdosconsulting.co.za

Don’t worry. Get cover. You relax!
Protected from life’s taxing challenges
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We have all experienced it at some point – an office computer
that runs at a frustratingly slow pace, reducing your productivity
and stopping you from getting work done.

As computers get older they tend to get slower. This problem can
be exacerbated by upgrading to newer, more sophisticated
versions of software that your machine simply cannot handle.
However, continuing to use outdated software can present
compatibility issues with files created on newer versions.

There are options for improving the performance of your PC.
Adding more memory or upgrading to a faster processor will
increase the speed of your machine but will require new parts,
which can be expensive. Fortunately it's not always necessary to
take such action. In many cases, a slow computer may well be up
to the job in terms of its specification. If it has slowed down over
a period of months or years, it is possible that the machine has
become clogged up with unnecessary data stored on the hard
drive and has too many processes running in the background. A
lot of these processes might start automatically, even if you aren't
going to use the software to which they are part of.

The solution to these two problems is to do some serious
housekeeping. The hard drive can be cleaned up by deleting a lot
of unnecessary files, such as temporary files which are created
during 'Autosaves' of documents, or temporary copies of the
website which you are visiting. It can be made even faster by
ensuring that the files on the disc are stored “whole”. Having a
single file saved in several segments just makes the process of
opening the file and doing anything with it much slower than it
needs to be. 'Defragmenting' the disc can speed things up
significantly. This normally takes a long time to do and is probably
best to run over the weekend.

The second aspect of housekeeping is to ensure that you only
have the programs running that you want. Many programs in
your office are only used once a week, or sometimes less.

Having such programs running in the background when you
don't need them is a waste of system resources.

Housekeeping may be a drudge in real life, but a little regular
tidying, de-cluttering and streamlining of your computer can give
it back much of the performance which you thought you'd lost
over time.

Speed up your office PCs Hospitality of note
The 2010 FIFA World Cup inspired South Africans like never
before. We saw opportunities to change the global perception of
our underrated country, financial opportunities from the selling
of curios to new  bed and breakfast ventures, we saw an
opportunity to experience a once in a life time event and  to
experience a global culture in our own backyard.

The hospitality industry saw a huge amount of growth in the
years leading up to the World Cup, budding entrepreneurs
jumped at the opportunity to cash in on the influx of visitors
heading our way. The South African media fuelled this mind-set
with messages suggesting that we were not equipped with
regards to the amount of beds needed for the event. However
these messages were not fully explained and were to some extent
not true.

Idwala Guest house, situated in Darrenwood, Johannesburg is a 5
star guest house that focuses on international and business
travellers. Judith Friese, partner at Idwala Guest House, took the
time to discuss some of the challenges faced when running a five
star guest house “We have noticed that most of our international
visitors come here with a negative pre-conceived image of
Johannesburg. Negative international media painted a distorted
picture of the cities and has resulted in an unnecessary stigma.
Since the World Cup, when a large amount of guest houses were
opened specifically for the event, the market has become
saturated. Some of the new guest houses that were only set up
for the World Cup to make quick money provided a substandard
service to visitors, tarnishing our reputation in the process. The
South African government and media need to work together to
improve our international image in first world countries. There is
no financial assistance from banks or any government
organisation (even though we employ quite a few people), so
expanding and growing and expanding the business is almost
impossible.

Judith adds: “To be successful in the hospitality industry you have
to love hosting people and you have to be willing to attend to
every need of your guests, even if it is not part of your job
description. How can you expect to run a guest house with a team
of employees if you have never changed a bed or worked behind
a bar? You have to understand every facet of the job before you
can run a successful business. Many individuals, who start their
guest house with profit as their only concern, have little to no
understanding of what it actually takes to run an establishment of
this nature.”

The hospitality industry, particularly guest houses, is plagued by
ad hoc businesses who fail to deliver at an acceptable standard.
Qualifications and experience, as in any profession, are vital in
ensuring effective service delivery. While paying for a bed at a
part time guest lodge may save money in the short term, you will
never receive the service and comfort that a five star guest house
or hotel can offer. The idiom “you get what you pay for” rings
true in this instance.

While South African hospitality is one of the biggest tourist
attractions of this country, it seems that we still have a long way
to go in terms of international communication and financial
assistance from banks and legislation in regards to start-up
parameters.
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Idwala is an insider tip for the discerning traveller, offering its
guests a luxurious and quiet retreat where they can relax and
immerse themselves in exquisite stylish surroundings. The
dedicated staff of this unique boutique guest house focuses on
personal service & attention to detail.

Whether you are looking for an intimate escape or a relaxing
oasis during your business stay, Idwala is the ideal place for you.
Situated conveniently in the middle of Johannesburg, in the
upmarket leafy green suburb of Darrenwood,

Idwala is away from the hustle and bustle of the large city and
yet just a few minutes from popular shopping centres, the ever
expanding business centres like Sandton and popular
tourist attractions.

Idwala ensures a luxurious occasion for all that enter its gates.
The boutique guest house features a restaurant, garden terrace
with coffee tables and chairs, sun chairs at the small rock feature
plunge pool, fireplace, and all five Star services such as shuttles,
spa and beauty treatments, laundry and dry cleaning, room
Service, honeymoon packages & romantic weekends, secure
complimentary parking on-site, a car wash and 24 hour security.
Pamper yourself and book a relaxing treatment in the comfort of
Idwala’s rooms. The spa treatments are all designed for stress
relief and a general feeling of wellness: from 30 minutes to a
whole weekend: Whatever your schedule allows.

The diverse guest house also boasts a host of business services
that include conference facilities, projector, photo copying
machine, printer, scanner, secretarial services, whiteboard
and complimentary wireless ADSL Internet access on the
whole property.

For more information contact Idwala Guest House on (0)11 888-
1437 or email info@idwala.com and visit www.idwala.com
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In the past, professional services were usually marketed through
a network of personal relationships and word-of-mouth referrals.
They thrived in a friendly world where networks of personal
relationships and word-of-mouth brought them enough new
clients to grow a profitable business. These techniques still work,
but not like they used to. To stay competitive, professional
services providers need to consider more strategic approaches to
marketing.

Great work speaks for itself
Delivering outstanding results in the present is the foundation of
a successful marketing strategy. That is, if you do great work, your
client will hire you when new needs arise and will send you
valuable referrals for new business. To get the word out, you
need client-level communication plans for your current clients.
You also need to integrate the details of the successes you have
helped clients achieve into your overall marketing plan..

Your website
Even with a referral in hand, the majority of prospective clients
head straight to your web site before they call you. Your site has
the power to create a positive first impression that can mean the
difference between getting a follow-up call from the client and
losing that opportunity.

Follow the leader
Most professional services marketing follows a predictable
strategy—a series of marketing decisions based on what’s being
done by others. There is value in learning from the success of
others. Many firms face similar marketing challenges, so this can
be a good way to accelerate the development of your marketing
strategy. However, try to mimic only the market leaders in your
sector – after all, they are the best for a reason.

Remember, your business should not limit itself to simply
imitating the activities of the market leading firm. Copy the
best bits of the leading firm’s marketing strategy and add
other really good initiatives in order to make your strategy
even more successful.

Marketing professional services
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HR plays an important part in any business, whether that business
is a large corporation with a dedicated HR department or a small
owner-managed business where the owner is also in charge of
HR.

Regardless of the size of the firm, having the right software for
human resources can streamline functions and make things more
efficient. Some HR managers still deal with repetitive tasks such
as filling out employee forms or updating personal information
for an employee. These simple tasks can be made more efficient
through the use of software.

Human Resources Information Systems (HRIS) can automate
functions such as payroll, the hiring process, training and
performance assessment, etc. So what factors should you take
into consideration when planning to implement HRIS in your
business?

Essentially, the business needs to consider its HR needs, the
functions that need to be automated and the price of the
software. The HRIS should be easy to use by employees and staff
in the business. The best way to determine this is to arrange for
your HR manager to see working demonstrations of various HRIS
packages and allow them to weigh up the benefits of each
system.

A good HRIS should allow employees of the business to update
some of their information themselves (therefore reducing the
amount of HR work to be completed by management). Employees
can look after data such as their personal information, holidays
taken and so forth. This saves the HR department lots of
paperwork, phone calls and emails to and from employees and
gives them the opportunity to focus on other areas that need
their attention.

There is a need for information in the HRIS to be secure, as such
information can be quite sensitive. A good HRIS should guard
against unauthorised access and virus attacks that can leak out
sensitive information. The software for human resources should
have strong encryption tools and password protection for each
user who logs on to the system. The system should show all
changes made to payroll accounts and note the individual who
authorised the change.

Selecting the right HR software Successful project management
The criteria for successful projects are simple: do what is asked
well, on time and within budget. As simple as it sounds, delivering
within those criteria takes more than just crossing your fingers
and hoping for the best. These are some of the critical factors for
project success in a business:

The scope is kept to a minimum
Two words that can thwart any project success are “scope creep”.
When stakeholders start to push their wish list to the forefront, a
good project manager must have the mechanisms in place to
make sure the scope, time and cost are kept to a minimum.

Project managers take ownership
In order to successfully deliver a project, the project leaders must
take ownership of the responsibility for success. If the project
managers take ownership they will make sure to address issues
before they threaten the success of the project, thereby ensuring
a positive result.

Communication is one of the top priorities
One of the biggest reasons for project failure is a lack of
communication. Stakeholders need to be kept on top of the
project and informed of all changes, no matter how minor.
Successful project managers know this and make an effort to
keep all stakeholders in the loop, particularly senior management.

The end-user is a part of the team
It makes sense to have the user’s input into a project from which
they will benefit; however, too often they are not consulted.
Having a successful project means that users need to know about
it and be represented on the team. If they are kept out of the
loop and presented with a solution to a problem they didn't know
they had, they will probably reject the solution and the project
will ultimately fail.

Projects have clear business objectives
Having an idea for a project is all very well but unless it can
benefit the business in a tangible way, it runs the risk of never
seeing the light of day. Successful projects have measurable
business benefits such as improving productivity, saving money,
increasing profits etc. Having a clearly beneficial business
objective that's quantifiable goes a long way to securing the
necessary buy-in from the management team in your firm.
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Chartered Accountants SA

S u b s c r i b e

U n - S u b s c r i b e

Taking charge of your financial destiny can be a challenge in these trying times.

There are a myriad of factors to contemplate, some of which may leave you

destitute should you decide on the DIY option.

At Wallrich we have the experience to guide you in the right direction. Being

accountable for our actions and subscribing to the letter of the law, we can provide

you with a financial direction that will provide you with transparency on your financial

affairs. We can give you the ‘heads up’ when we detect danger looming, or give

you options on the way forward. Our team of financial consultants can partner you

on any strategic decisions for your business or you personally.

If you are ready to discuss your most intimate and classified financial affairs, please

contact us and together we can create a new level of ownership. A level that will

make you review the past and face the future with confidence.

Financial ownership
always accountable

F I N A N C I A L M A N A G E M E N T A C C O U N T I N G
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Deadlines Looming

30 July 2012
Workers compensation forms.

31 August 2012
Provisional tax returns for 2013 for individuals and entities
with February and August year ends.

30 September 2012
Third top up provisional tax returns for 2011.

30 September 2012
Estate agents audit certificates


